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When I last wrote to you before the summer holidays, I wished you a
holiday filled with long and lazy days and I do hope you managed a
well-deserved rest after the unusual educational times we experienced
last term.
As we are so fond of saying, a new term brings new beginnings and
this is never truer than of this year. It has been a joy to welcome back
our students. Schools are drab, dreary places without the vibrancy and
presence of young people. They have demonstrated their determination
and commitment to education by returning with enthusiasm. Attendance
figures are phenomenal and a testament to the fabulous job all of you
do every day in each of our schools to encourage learning and make the
educational experience exciting and relevant.
Yet again, during the summer holidays, education was centre stage in the
political arena. The to and fro of the examination results was both mesmerising and bewildering. At A Level, calculated grades then CAGs (or
calculated grades if higher) were awarded, followed by the abandonment
of calculated grades at GCSE and finally the interminable delay in BTEC
results. Not to mention the last minute advice on the procedures for
appeals and the autumn exam series. So many U turns and all very last
minute. Nevertheless, our school teams responded magnificently: the fact
that they delivered quality advice and support to our students against a
maelstrom of national indecision was humbling. A generation of young
people are indebted to you for your clear leadership and support.

Last week Croxley Danes
School opened the doors
of their new premises at
Baldwins Lane to their
students and staff. The
funding envelope for the
development of the new building on a site which
is over 12 hectares in size was over £30million.
The school contains a superb array of facilities, all
completed to a high specification – Drama hall,
Sports hall, Assembly hall, Science labs, Technology
workshops and ICT hubs to name but a few and
within the next few weeks tennis courts and an
floodlit astroturf will also be handed over by the
contractor for school use.
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Despite the exam debacle, we have much to celebrate. The time, effort
and care given by all to review, moderate and award grades whilst delivering remote teaching and experiencing the challenges of lockdown was
breath-taking. We welcome a record number of students into our sixth
forms as well as sending our good wishes to our leavers. Thank you all
for your significant contribution.
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So far, OSA student,
Daniel, has spent
over 100 nights
outside to raise money for the East and North
Hertfordshire NHS Trust.
His initial camping challenge started on June
24th and he was to sleep outside for a total of 10
weeks. However, he had pledged to increase this
to 100 nights if
he smashed his £250
target and with over
£960 raised so far,
Daniel will now be
staying put until
October 2nd, despite
having the return to
school to consider.
Read the full article
HERE
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From the beginning of this term we welcome 68 new colleagues to the
Trust and this week and next Rachel Brindley (Trust Improvement Director) and myself will be meeting them all, via Teams.
As you will see in this DET Dispatch the Teaching and Learning BLOG
has been launched. It is a great read with contributions from colleagues
across the Trust. We want a wide readership and active contributions so
please take a look and get involved.
And finally, we start the term with a magnificent new school...Croxley
Danes. The school opened four years ago but moved to its new and permanent site in Baldwins Lane, Croxley Green this summer and opened
its doors on 1st September 2020 to students from Years 7 to 10. It is a
momentous occasion and realises a 7-year dream to provide a quality educational establishment for the young people of South West Herts. Covid
circumstances allowing, I hope that many of you will be able to view and
enjoy the facilities at one of the future CPD sessions we have organised
there. My sincere thanks go to Steve Thompson, Headteacher, for his
tenacity in seeing the project to fruition; the parents and governors of
CDS who have been so supportive since the inception, and also to Dominic Richards and Tom Phillips from Central Services for their technical
expertise. On this historic occasion I pay tribute and give thanks to Rosie
Faunch, previous Chair of Governors and Trustees, Ellie Thompson and
Richard Harrington, MP, whose commitment to and belief in the project
at the very beginning have provided a legacy that will benefit generations of families.
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In the first week of term the students’ attendance
was over 99% and it was evident that they were keen
to explore their new site. It was particularly pleasing
to see the Year 10 students engaging with their new
GCSE studies, after waiting the longest for the new
building to be completed.
Hopefully, once the Danes Educational Trust’s CPDL
programme can be delivered face-to-face, many Trust
staff will be able to visit the school, because it will be
hosting the majority of the courses on offer.

our Teaching & Learning
site - The BLOG - where you can
read posts written by colleagues,
and find teaching resources and
links to useful articles.
To contribute to the next update
of The BLOG, please send
content to Liz Smith or
Rachel Brindley by
1st October.

Josie Valentine

CEO of the Danes Educational Trust
Making the difference together
We will provide a DET Dispatch every month so please do continue to share your
contributions with Liz Smith so that they can be included in the next copy.

@danesedtrust

The
Mathematics Faculty at
Chancellor’s School is at a
very exciting time in its development. This year, Brenton
Legarda, the Head of Mathematics, will be involved
in the ‘Maths Mastery Specialist’ programme, which
will further build and strengthen the curriculum, as
well as the teaching and learning experience at the
school. Working with Danes Education Trust, the
Mathematics Faculty has also bid to lead a cross
phase project with local primary schools to develop high quality ‘mixed attainment group’ teaching
through a focus upon oracy.
The vision of the Mathematics Faculty at Chancellor’s
is to make maths accessible to all, so that no student
ever feels that they have reached the limit of their
capabilities. Read the full article on The BLOG
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SCD students celebrated
sporting success over the
summer. Year 12 student and
elite golfer, Carl Banner, won
the Faldo three-day England
Midland Golfing Championships which was held at Kedleston Hall, Derbyshire,
in July. The event was held for entrants under the
age of 21 years. Read the full story HERE
Year 9 student, Grace Haig, represented St Clement
Danes School at Calmsden Unaffiliated One Day
Event during the August Bank Holiday weekend in
the Schools Equestrian Games (SEG) section. Read
the full story HERE

